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TATA

THE INDUSTRIAL GIANT OF INDIA, A BACKWARD INDUSTRIAL COUNTRY, FIGHTS FOR
THE EMPffiE THAT HAS OCCASIONALLY HELPED, OCCASIONALLY! IDNDERED ITS GROWTH

T

HE House of Tata is a $230 million industrial empire,
the backbone of India's indigenous industrialization, embracing, among other enterprises, steel, hydroelectric power,
textiles, aviation, and chemicals. With Indian capital, under
Indian control and increasingly Indian management, Tata has
built up the biggest steelworks in the British Empire--now
producing steel armor plate for the first time in Indian history;
Tata generates one-third of India's electric power; Tata airlines fly 4,000 miles of regular air routes; under the stimulus
of war, Tata has started a long-needed heavy-chemicals industry in India. Apart from this impressive industrial contribution to a country in which three-quarters of the population
have been forced to depend for a living on tilling the wornout soil, Tata's social contribution has heen notable. Nearly
eighty per cent of the income from the parent company, Tata
Sons, Ltd., is held in trust for charity. Tata has given India a
great scientific research institute, millions of rupees for education and social research, one of the world's best-equipped cancer hospitals, and a number of housing developments.
In any economy--even in the U.S.-the House of Tata would
be noteworthy. But in its own setting it is particularly significant because it is the focus of one of the fierce controversies
of modem political economy-the question whether or not
Indian industrialization has heen, intentionally or otherwise,
hampered by British Empire policy. Not debatable is the fact
that while India's agricultural problem is paramount, the country possesses vast resources favorable to the growth of industry.
It harbors coal, magnesite, chromite, mica, copper, and bauxite
in abundance; and one of the biggest high-grade iron deposits
in the world. Not debatable, either, is the fact that heavy
industry in India is embryonic. Even in this war it includes
no heavy machine-tool or airplane production, no factory for
making an internal-combustion engine.
Against that background the House of Tata stands out like a
power plant in a country of treadmills. To the Indian, the natively created House of Tata represents a source of national
pride, a signpost on the rocky road toward an industrial future.
It is cited, moreover, in testimony of both sides of the argument
over the effect of Empire policy. Because Tata's founders were
hampered by the British in their early efforts, it has remained,
to most Indians and some Britishers, a symbol of anti-British
feeling. Indeed, though war has speeded the pace of Indian
industrialization, Indian nationalistic critics hold that even
after 1939 Britain continued to oppose and obstruct it. To most
Britishers and some Indians, the great fact of Tata's existence
proves the reverse, i.e., that Tata was there, to produce steel
for the armies east of Suez, because British-Indian policy had
made it possible for Tata to thrive.
.
In this article, we do not undertake to solve that dispute,
nor to evaluate the influence of those Indians who, like Gandhi,
have looked askance at industrialization. We simply pose it
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as backdrop for the story of the House of Tata itself-the
story of a pioneer in successive phases of Indian industrialization-first in cotton, then in steel and electric power, now
in aviation and chemicals. The story of Tata both mirrors and
colors the history of the growth of Indian industry.
THE COTTON MILLS
That the House of Tata exists at all is due largely to the persistent initiative and vision of one man-the founder, Jamsetji
Nusserwanji Tata. He was born (in 1839) a Parsi, one of that
small but commercially potent religious group that fled to India
from Persia in the eighth century. Since the clannish Parsis are
accused of narrow devotion to the welfare of the Parsis rather
than to India as a whole, critics of the House of Tata argue that
the company is not truly Indian. Despite Jamsetji's training
in the Parsis' Zoroastrian religion, however, it soon became
apparent that his face was turned toward the West and Western
industrial culture.
After his graduation from Elphinstone College in Bombay,
exJamsetji entered his father's, Nusserwanji's, pros~rous
port and import firm. But during the boom in Bombay cotton
caused by the American Civil War, Nusserwanji Tata, like
other Indian merchants, caught the speculative fever and
branched out into banking. When the bubble burst in 1865,
Nusserwanji was practically wiped out. Two years later, however, as one of an Indian syndicate that outfitted Sir Robert
Napier's foray into Abyssinia, he recouped the family funds.
With his share of the $1,300,000 the syndicate netted, Jamsetji branched out for himself and in 1869 bought a small
cotton mill. Within two years he sold it to travel to Lancashire
and learn more about modern cotton-manufacturing methods.

THE FOUNDER,
JAMSETJI TATA
Bearded, beturbaned, almost'
Biblical in appearance, Jamaetji
NUllllerwanji Tata was neftrtheless India's most outstandiq
natiYe industrialist. For most of
his business life, he dreamed of
establishing an iron and steel
industry, a hydroelectric system,
and an institute of ecientific research in India. After his death,
these dreams became realities
because of the groundwork he
had laid. Thus, although he has
been dead for nearly forty
years, his achi"ements live to
inspire nationalistic Iadians.

STEEL CO.'S PLANT

TATA PLANT AND TATA MANAGEMENT
Acrou the top of the pap stretches a panoramic view of the Tala Iron II
Steel Co.'. plant at Jamahedpur, lOme ISO miles from Calcutta. Here, with
machinery imported largely from America, and with labor that ie among
the beat paid in all India, Tala now tum. out annually about one million
ton. of ateel ingots and about three-quarten of a million tons of rolled
produe:ta for India'. war effort. At left is J. R. D. Tat&. Tala Sons' young
Chairman of the Board. balf French, balf Pani, who admires Nehru and
Gandhi. Below him ie Sir Homi Mody, another Tala Director, who, last year
in protest over Gandhi'. imprisonment, resigned hie membenhip on the
Viceroy'. Executive Council although he ie no Congress partisan.

Back from England, he ignored the cotton-spinning center of
Bombay, remote from the districts in which cotton was grown,
and chose instead for his projected mill a site in Nagpur, the
heart of the cotton-growing country in central India. In 1877
his Empress Mills, named after Queen Victoria, were opened.
Jamsetji had made the mistake of buying the cheapest mill
machinery available in England. Because of this and the
inexperienced nomadic labor in the neighborhood the quality
of the first Empress coarse-count yarn was poor, But Jamsetji
refitted his shops and scrapped the inefficient machinery as
fast as he was able. He was among the first cotton manufacturers in the world to use extensively the ring frame, which
later came to supplant the throstle for spinning coarser counts
of cotton.
By 1881 his efficiency and his foresight began to bear fruit.
In that year the Empress paid a dividend of 16 per cent to its
shareholders. Thereafter, dividends piled up. In the first eighteen years of the Empress's operations shareholders received
an average yearly return of 43 per cent on their investment.
The Empress began to occupy a unique position in the industrial life of India, and Jamsetji himself became a power in
the cotton trade.
As soon as the Empress was firmly established on its pros·
perous course, Jamsetji launched a more daring enterprise, the
Svadeshi Mill, named for the Svadeshi-or "India for the
Indian"-political movement of the time. Before the establishment of the Svadeshi Mill, Indian millowners, including
Jamsetji himself, had been content to weave either coarse cloth

for home consumption or still coarser counts for the Chinese
market. The Svadeshi was set up in 1886 to weave fine yams,
a goal that put Jamsetji in direct competition with Lancashire.
Like someone pursued by a mischievous fury, Jamsetji made
much the same initial mistake with the Svadeshi as he had with
the Empress. Obeying what was probably the last parsimonious
impulse of his business life, he bought an old mill nine miles
outside of Bombay instead of building a new one. The mill
contained 1,300 looms and nearly 100,000 spindles, but more
than 200 looms and 40,000 spindles had to be thrown aside as
useless. The others, patched up, groaned and creaked with
effort after their long years of neglect. After two years of
operating at a deficit Jamsetji was forced to sell some of his
shares in the Empress to raise additional capital for the
Svadeshi, which the banks refused to give him. From the
Empress he drafted technical personnel to revamp "the rotten
mill" as he ruefully called it. By 1890 "the rotten mill" was
entirely recast, and a dividend of 45 rupees paid on each share.
By 1892 Jamsetji succeeded in manufacturing finer cloth,
which found a ready sale throughout India, and he also tied up
with an enterprising Greek agent who soon started replacing
Austrian and Italian cloth in the Levant with Svadeshi cloth.
Svadeshi dividends by 1905 had climbed to 125 rupees on each
500-rupee share. A year later the name Svadeshi was a guarantee of excellence in the remotest villages of the Levant.
BAPOOJI BUYS, BAPOOJI PLANS
Even before Jamsetji succeeded in establishing his mills as the
most profitable in all India, cotton had ceased to be his main
interest. Primarily Jamsetji wanted to make money, but he was
also concerned with the future of India, and wherever these
two drives joined, the stout, mustachioed, beturbaned Parsi
gentleman pursued his plans with the energy of a prophet and
the courage of a pioneer.
In 1890 he had begun to buy property in Bombay,.and by
the time of his death he was one of the largest landowners in
the city. He built modern, moderate-cost flats near the site of
Esplanade House, the mansion he raised for himself and his

family, and he installed flush toilets and electric lights in every
suite-unheard-of luxuries. Because he believed in the future
of Bombay as an industrial center, he started to build in 1898
a vast luxury hotel." The costly Taj Mahal Hotel, which looks
to the modem eye like a cross between a Moslem mosque and a
Victorian lAilway station, did not become profitable until 1915.
Fromthe start howeyer it did just what Jarnsetji had hoped It
would-attract vieitors to Bombay from all over the world.
One of Jamsetji's projects that turned out less well was
his attempt to break the British-controlled Peninsular & Oriental Line's monopoly on Indian shipping to the Far East. Because the P. & O.'s high rates cut into the profits of Indian mills,
Jamsetji determined to make India her own carrier. In Japan
he made a deal with the infant N.Y.K. Line, which was ready to
compete in the China trade so long as Jamsetji ran steamers of
his own. In 1893 two ships of the Tata Line began their career
along with two Japanese vessels. Against the P. & O. freight
rate of 19 rupees a ton, the fledgling Tata Line charged 12
rupees. The P. & O. countered by reducing its rate to I1/2
rupees and even offered to carry cotton free to Japan. At this
point Jamsetji decided to appeal to the government. The government's answer was plain. It told him that his line represented
an attempt to establish a Japanese shipping monopoly between
India and Japan. Jamsetji was forced to abandon his line.
Despite the energy with which Jamsetji pursued these
schemes, they were subordinate to a trinity of gigantic projects
that had 'occupied his mind for years. In 1904 "Bapooji"--or
little father-as his family called Jamsetji, died in Bad
Nauheim. But his long battle to establish an iron and steel industry in India, a hydroelectric power scheme, and an institute
of scientific research resulted in their fruition after his death.'
His dying injunction to his family was, "Go on doing my work
and increasing it." The second generation of the House of
Tata proceeded to do just that.
GARY IN THE JUNGLE
Tata Sons, the firm Jamsetji had founded in the eighties to
manage his various enterprises, was left in the hands of his
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two sons, Dorab and Ratan, and R. D. Tata who was the son
of an adopted son of Jamsetji's cousin Sorab. Neither Ratan,
who was sickly and died demented in 1918, nor Dorab, who was
a fussy man, had inherited his father's stature. But included
in Bapooji's bequest was a group of management men who had
long been associated with the Tata enterprises. Notable among
these was the able Burjorji Pad shah, a sort of Indian Admirable Crichton, who all his life refused to ride in a horse-drawn
vehicle because he said he had no way of knowing whether
the animal was pleased to perform the service for him.
The second-generation Tata management continued to back
the efforts of C. M. Weld, an American engineer Jamsetji had
hired in the U.S. in 1902, to find a suitable site for the iron
and steel project. The problems were enormous. At the turn
of the century, India's huge resources ~f high-grade iron ore
were largely unsurveyed. Coking coal was scarce. The way,
hard enough in India's uncharted wilderness, was not made
easier by rival prospectors, some of whom had been sent out by
the British financier Sir Ernest Cassel to dog Weld's footsteps.
Fortunately the government attitude toward Indian mining
and prospecting, which had made it singularly difficult for an
Indian to get into the game, had changed with the advent of
Lord Curzon in 1899. Thus the Tatas by 1902 experienced no
difficulty in getting a prospecting license. But a site that combined all the elements needed was by no means easy to come
by. It looked for a time as if the whole project would have to
be abandoned.
Then through a series of coincidences the Tatas were led to
a site in the state of Mayurbhanj, which was then, though under
British suzerainty, ruled by an enlightened Indian prince. Amid
the trackless jungle of this undeveloped eastern state only ISO
miles from Calcutta, Weld and his boss Charles Perin found
in the 3,OOO-foot-high Gurumaishini Hill enormous deposits
of iron ore. They also found hundreds of acres of ore lying
about loose on the ground. Moreover Gurumaishini was nearer
the sea and nearer good coal fields than any other place they
had prospected.
The Maharaja of Mayurbhanj was pleased to have the Tatas.

The Indian Government, still under the relatively liberal influence of Curzon, agreed to build a railroad from a point on the
Bengal-Nagpur line to Gurumaishini, and it promised reduced
freight rates. The reduction, however, never materialized. (Indeed, the rail-water rate differential eventually developed to
a point where it cost Tata at least twice as much to ship steel
via certain inland routes as it cost British manufacturers to
ship steel overseas to India.) The London money market, which
Dorab and Padshah visited in 1906, proved unreceptive to
the idea of an Indian steel industry. One British financier was
so amused at the thought of putting his money into an Indian
steel venture that he offered to eat every pound of steel rails
produced there. (When, in 1937, he visited the Tata plant and
was told how many millions of tons of steel it had turned out,
he found he had lost his appetite.]
In the summer of 1907, however, when the Svadeshi "India
for the Indian" movement had reached its peak, the Tatas decided to appeal to the people of India for the $8 million they
needed to construct the plant. Within three weeks some 8,000
Indians, the rich who bought blocks of stock and the poor
who banded together to buy single shares, had subscribed
the entire amount. Later, when working capital was needed,
the Maharaja Scindia of Gwalior bought up an entire $2
million issue of debentures. Thus the Tata Iron & Steel Co.
was finally formed in 1907, thirty-two years after Jamsetji
had first begun to dream of it.
Shortly thereafter, in the Mayurbhanj jungle, the hamlet of
Sakchi began to take shape as the modern steel city of Jamshedpur, at about the same time that Gary was rising amid the
barren sand dunes of Indiana. A 1,200-foot dam was thrown
across a nearby river, construction was begun on the mills,
the huge imported coke ovens and blast furnaces were installed
under the direction of hundreds of foreign technicians, mostly
American.
Living conditions were planned with care. When Jamsetji
had visited America in 1902 he had been so shocked by the
American steel towns that he wrote in a letter to Dorab about
their own projected steel town: "Be sure to layout wide streets
planted with shade trees • . • Be sure that there is plenty of
space for lawns and gardens. Reserve large areas for football,
hockey, and parks." Thus Dorab saw to it that Jamshedpur
provided decent houses for the workers, good roads, pure
water, drainage, lighting, schools, hospitals--all the appurtenances of a modern city. (The Tatas are doubtless unique
however in having laid out a race track, stables, bar, and
betting ring for their foreign technicians.) In 1911, the company appointed a committee of sociologists including Beatrice
and Sidney Webb and L. T. Hobhouse to make suggestions
for the welfare of the workers.
So a vast industrial city, as big as Gary, took shape in a
[Continued on page 218]

BOTH TATA: SOCIAL WORK AND GUN MOUNTS
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The House of Tala does not confine itself to industrial enterprise. A large.
well-conceived network of Tala philanthropies has contributed toward the
relief of Indian destitution and Indian backwardness. At left. a graduate of
the Tata School of Social Work interviews the owner of a poorly lighted
and ventilated shoe-manufacturing shop that employs child labor. On the
opposite page gun-firing platforms are being assembled in one of the
Indian railway shops converted by Tata for war production.
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jungle that until then had been the undisputed stalking ground
of leopards and tigers. By 1912 steel was being produced on
a commercial scale at Jamshedpur,
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Elevators
in future buildings
now being planned
will utilize new materials and techniques. And where passenger and
freight elevators are required, new
problems will arise. For assistance
in solving these problems you can
depend on Montgomery. For nearly
SOyears Montgomery Elevators have
been giving dependable service in
thousands of buildings throughout the
country. Accurate records show that
practically no major repairs haveever
been required. Too, original cost of
Montgomery Elevators is generally
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investigate Montgomery's Elevator
Planning Service. Details on request.
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THE WESTERN GHATS
While Jamshedpur was being carved out of the jungle, the
Taras breathed life into another of Jamsetji's projects on the
other side of India-a hydroelectric system to serve Bombay
textile mills. Fifty miles east of Bombay rises a range of hills
2,000 to 4,000 feet high called the Western Ghats. Each summer the monsoon clouds roll across these hills and drench their
valleys with 100 to 300 inches of rainfall. Because the rains are
concentrated in a three-month period the Tatas had to build
huge dams to impound a year's supply of waterpower. The
first hydro project, begun in 19 J I, close to the hill station
of Lonavla, entailed the construction of three huge dams,
ranging in size from 3,800 feet to 7,670 feet long-the last a
more massive dam than the famous Aswan Dam on the Nile.
By 1915 electricity generated from the Ghats was turning
the machinery in a third of the textile mills in Bombay, A year
later the Tatas started to huihl another dam at Andhra Valley,
twelve miles north of Lonavla, which hacks up 12,900,()()()
cubic feet of water. A third hydro project, involving a dam at
the junction of the Nila and Mula rivers twenty-five miles
west of Poona, was started in 1919.
The hydro projects, like Jamshcdrur, would have been impossible without foreign technical advice and equipment, again
largely American. General Electric supplied much of the equipment and sent out its own engineers to install the high-tension
transformers and switchgear. Money was again as difficult to
find as it had been for Jamshedpur. For a few years, Threadneedle Street dallied with the notion of financing the extension
of industrial electricity to Bombay, but in 1910 Dorab (who
had by this time become Sir Dorab), on a tour of the native
courts, succeeded in raising most of the initial $6,500,000
needed from the Indian princes.
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THE WAR AND AFTER
The outbreak of the first World War gave Indian industrialization-and Tata with it-its first official impetus. The government attitude, characterized by Sir Valentine Chirol as " ••.
jealousy towards purely Indian enterprise," changed to positive encouragement. In that period the infant Tata Iron &
Steel Co. (TISCO), the only supplier of steel in India, enjoyed
a terrific boom, From 19,000 tons of finished-steel production,
in 1913, TISCO's production rose to 124,000 tons in 1919. In
that same year Lord Chelmsford, then Viceroy, said, "I can
hardly imagine what we would have done if the Tata Co. had
not given us sl~el
for Mesopolalllia, Egypt, Palestine, and
East Afriea." The year hefore, TiSeO stock, which had heen
quoted as low as 10 rupees, hit 1,900 rupees 011 the Bombay
Stock Exchange.
In the light of the tremendous demand, Sir Dorah gave
the American engineer Perin carte blanche to expand the plant.
Perin, because of the daily rise in wartime prices of machinery
and the cost of insurance in U-boat-infested waters, estimated
that the expansion would cost a minimum of $7 million and
a maximum of $30 million. Tata's call for capital for once was
answered quickly. The ubiquitous Maharaja of Gwalior again

[Continued on page 220J
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hought up a whole issue-this time, $21 million worth of preferred stock. New shares with a par value of 30 rupees were
snapped up the day they appeared at a premium of 370 rupees.

The expansion, as John 1.. Keenan, at one time general
manager of Jamshedpur, describes it, was tremendous: "Between 1917 and 1920, [Perin's] firm designed and sent out
700,000 tracings and over three million blueprints. A new
"looming mill, guaranteed for 900,000 tons of ingots a year,
a :~oo,OOO-ton
rail and structural mill, a 5oo,000-ton sheet-bar
and billet mill, a loo,OOO-ton merchant mill, and a 50,000ton sheet mill-s-all these took shape on paper in New York
and not long after began to break the skyline in Jamshedpur.
Nor was this all. A $2 million hoiler plant equipped with automatic stokers for firing coal was ordered and dispatched and
twenty-four gas-fired boilers at $1 million."
The Tatas did not confine their expansive drive to TIseo
alone. Between ]917 and 1921 Tata Sons launched eleven
new companies, including two cement companies, another textile mill, an oil extraction plant, an industrial hank, and a sugar
corporation. By 1922 Tata controlled over twenty concerns.
But by that time the huhhle, as it had for Jumsetji's father
after the Civil War, had hurst. Among many factors involved
was Britain's currency policy, hy which the rupee was pegged
at a rate that made India a fine market for British goods,
hut kept Indian goods at home. Ahout the same time Belgium
and Japan were dumping steel in India at prices often less
than its cost. What for the rest of the world was a minor depression brought Indian industry to the edge of destruction,
The end of the war found TISeO still expanding in a contracted market.
A £2 million loan at 8 pel' cent from London helped stem the
tide, hut not long. TISeO was so seriously overcapitalized and
encumbered with so much surplus capacity that the Tatas
saw only one way out: an appeal to the government. Thc Tatas
approached old Motilal Nehru, the father of Jawaharlal, to
get the Nationalist party in Delhi to agitate for government
hacking. In 1924 the Indian government, which saw the steel
market being ruined hy dumped products, placed a protective
tariff of 3:B:1 per cent on Indian steel and iron ore." At the
same time it granted a "Lounty" of $ I,800,000 in exchange for
which TISeO deposited an equivalent amount of its unissued
debentures with the Secretary of State. The Imperial Bank of
India also loaned aLout $3 million. When in 1927 the iron and
steel protective system came up for renewal, the Lasic protective duties were lowered, the bounties eliminated, hut tariffs
were continued at various rates to the present day.
During this period other Tata enterprises fared badly. Thc
coconut-oil mill threatened to collapse when an American
protective tariff was introduced to assist the Philippines' coconut industry, thus wiping out the American market. But Tata
managed to save the mill by shifting to the manufaelu re of
finished goods. It was not so fortunate, however, with some of
the other subsidiaries, The Tata Industrial Bank and the suga r
corporation had to Le scrapped. A British loan helped save the
third hydro project, but only at the cost of the foreign-controlled American & Foreign Power Co. sharing control of the
project with Tata,
·Since 1921 the Indian Couernment has hftll fiscal ",/(1 lariD (/IIIUIIIIIII.Y-subject always to viceregal veto. That tlu 1924 tariD II'fIS not H/I,~,'I
by 1.,,",
don teas 110 doubt due in part 10 the [art that it toorked ill brhal] IIf Britisli
IIl10ysrcrls.ichich. had also sllDered ill indian markets fro III [orrign dumping,

In the midst of the trouhle thc Chairman of the company,
R. D. Tata, died. (His death was to he followed hy Sir Dorah's
in 1932.) When Sir Nowroji Saklatvala, a Tata relative, took
over the chairmanship in 19:~2,
the company was in a breathing
spell. Saklatvala trimmed the company's sails still further, and
then with the return of a rising world market sponsored a new
era of expansion. One sequel of Tata's decade of crisis was its
final transition to specialization in industry alone, for in 1929 a
worldwide network of commodity-trading offices established
under the name of the R. D. Tata Co. Ltd., was closed out.
TATA MANAGEMENT
The corporate structure of Tata Sons, Lul. is typical of Indian
. Tata ;Sons, L
' ' ' agency, "roug
11
enterprise.
t. ISd
a '
managmg
I y a

cross between a U.S. holding company and an investment hank.
As a managing agency Tata Sons promotes, organizes, and manages its various enterprises and subsidiaries in retu rn for a
share of their net profits. The managing-agency system has
grown up in India in answer to the needs and scarcities of a
backward industrial country: lack of sufficient capital, scarcity
of native financial and technical talent, and the necessity for a
wide variety of new industries. Until India becomes much more
widely industrialized than it i" today, the managing-agency
system will probably persist, for investors who would orrlinarily he shy of a new venture arc willing to lend money on the
basis of a managing agency's reputation.
Most of the money invested in the companies that Tata Sons
"manages" has come from the Indian public. Since, however,
Tata Sons also owns hlocks of stock in each of the companies,
and since its Directors are also among the Directors of the
various companies, control is effectively vested in Tata hands.
After the death of R. D. Tata, his son, J. R. D. Tata, who
since 1938 has been Chairman of the Board of Tata Sons, along
with his brothers and two' sisters, came into about 20 per cent of
Tata Sons stock. (The whole of the rest is held for charity under
the Dorab and Ratan Tata 'I'rusts.) J. R. D. Tata is a young
man--only thirty-nine-who has been working for the COllipany since he was eighteen. As the man at the head of the
greatest private industrial factor in India's war effort today,
J. R. D. Tata pursues his responsibilities capably. Like his
father, he is generally identified with the National Congrt~ss
party. He is an admirer of Jawaharlal Nehru and agrees with
many of his social and economic theories. At the celebrated
meeting of the Congress in Bombay in ]942, J. H. D. Tata occupied a seat near the main dais. During the Gandhi fast last
winter J. R. D. flew to Delhi to add his signature to the appeal
to the Viceroy for Gandhi's release. Tata Sons as a whole, however, cannot afford to alienate the government. They are forced
to dance a tightrope between their own inclinations and the
necessity to play Lall with all powers that affect their destiny.
Several older executives, survivors of the second-generation
regime of Tata management, exercise a considerable influence
on the company's affairs. These men, all Parsis, include: Sir
Ardeshir Dalal, Tara's most conservative Director: Sir Homi
Mody, who looks after cement, public relations, and banking,
and who last year in protest over Gandhi's' imprisonment re-.
signed his membership in the Viceroy's Executive Council ~ Si r
Sorah Saklatvala, a nephew of Jamsetji's and a brother of the
late Communist M.P. in England, who is in charge of textiles.
ITS RECENT FRUITS
Virtually every Tata enterprise today is engaged din'dly or
indirectly in India's war effort. The most recent Tara ('ompan)"
is Tata Chemicals Ltd., formed in J9:J9 to produce ill kif' ie-,
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The company's $5 million plant, about a third of whose equipment was bought in the U.S., has now reached almost half its
estimated production. It expects to put out 40,000 tons of soda
ash a year, more than half .of India's total requirement, and
9,000 tons of caustic soda, two-fifths of the Indian demand.
Initially the company will produce only a small amount of
potash for fertilizers, as at present there are more urgent war
demands for potash. But the eventual market for fertilizers is
limitless, for they would he a major factor in raising India's
fantastically low per-acre rate of food production. If after the
war Tata can sell fertilizers at a reasonable price, it may be
instrumental in reducing Indian death by starvation, which
even before the present famine totaled five million per year.
Another recent Tata enterprise is the Investment Corp. of
India Ltd., started in 19:n to provide underwriting facilities
for new industrial flotations. With its subsidiary, INVESTA,
the Investment Corp. has helped float an Indian starch factory,
a radio company, a machine-tool and engineering company,
which makes lathes, shaping machines, and milling machines.
INVESTA also holds the controlling interest in a company
making automobile, railway, and lighting batteries. It has
recently procured the capital for a company making high-grade
enamelware, and for another manufacturing nonferrous metals.
In addition, INVESTA maintains a staff of experts, and industrial problems that cannot he solved in Bombay may he
sent to the Tate-sponsored technical institutes at Bangalore
or Jamshedpur.
More exciting in its potential significance is the Tata airlines, born in 1932 with the blessing of Chairman J. R. D. Tata,
who was the first man in India to qualify for a pilot's license.
Tata's efforts to get a government subsidy for its airline failed,
hut some of the feudal Indian princes, who liked the idea of
airplanes linking their states with the outside world, rose to
Tata's financial aid as they had in the past. (In peacetime, the
line does a thriving business in special chartered planes for
maharajas.) Tata began with two small planes and carried
air mail only. Then came the route from Karachi to Madras, to
link southern India with the Imperial Airways planes touching
at Karachi. Next, Tata inaugurated a route from Bombay to
the capital of Travancore state, 780 miles down the west coast
of India. By 1937 Tata airlines had linked Delhi with Bornhay. A year later the company was admitted to the Empire Air
Mail Scheme, a boost in terms of backing and prestige.
The main difficulties that Tata faces in huilding up its commercial airways are the poverty of the populace, the high cost
of fuel, and the passivity of the Indian Government. However,
eventual prospects are good: war has provided India with a
great network of airfields, many of them huilt for the U.S. Army
Air Forces. It is at least likely that Pan American Airways will
extend its Iines to Karachi ami Calcutta, Tata's only competitor
in India confines its operations to the north.
An abortive offshoot of the Tata airlines is Tata Aircraft
Ltd. The company was started in 1942 to build aircraft in
India. An agreement was reached with the British Ministry of
Aircraft Production whereby the cumpany was to produce Tiger
Moth training planes. This contract was canceled. Another
agreement gave Tata Aircraft a contract to build transport
gliders. This in turn was canceled. The second cancellation
brought relations with the Ministry to a close, and Tata made
a deal with the Indian Government to operate the company as a
[COIuinuCf[ on page 224]
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repair organization for the assembly and overhaul of R.A.F.
planes in India.

THE OLDER SUBSIDIARIES
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Still operating profitably is the group of textile mills upon
which the House of Tata was founded. The group now includes
four mills, but the first mill Jamsetji built, the Empress, reo
mains the largest. As a group the mills currently gross some
$7 million a year.
From the expansive period of the last war, three enterprises
remain and are currently flourishing. The Tata Oil Mills, born
in 1916, a 85 million gross business, is a copra and oilseed
crushing industry, now turning out "Cocogem," a cooking medium, "Vegetable Ghee," a hydrogenated product used widely in
Indian households, 13,000 tons of washing, shaving, and toilet
soap, an abrasive cleaner, furniture polish, hair oil, shampoo,
and eau de cologne. As an outgrowth of the soap factories, Tata
Oil Mills recently built a glycerine plant for the production of
pharmaceutical and dynamite glycerine, the bulk of whose pro·
duction now goes into munitions. After the war the mill plans
to manufacture pharmaceuticals.
The two cement companies started by Tata during the last
war are now members of a cement combine, which includes
three Indian companies and one British. Sir Homi Mody, the
Tata Director, is Chairman of the combine.
The New India Assurance Co., launched by Tata in 1919
with Sir Dorab as its first Chairman, is now the largest composite insurance company in India, with about $16 million in
total funds. The Tatas consider New India an independent
company, but J. R. D. Tata is its Vice Chairman, and two other
Tata Sons Directors sit on its Board.
All these smaller companies are prospering, but none plays
or is likely to play so important a role in India's war effort as
the Tata Iron & Steel Co. For the moment, TISCO is the
protagonist in the Tata drama.

TIS CO, THE BACKBONE
Half the capital invested in all Tata enterprises is invested in
TISCO, which last year made a net profit of $8,250,000 and
which proudly boasts of being the largest iron and steel works
in the British Empire. Its only large competitor is the Britishcontrolled Indian Iron &Steel Co., whose four-year-old suhsidiary, the Steel Corp. of Bengal, has a production about a
fourth as large as TISCO's. These companies say they can
after the war meet practically all India's requirements for
iron and steel. This, however, only indicates the pitifully small
Indian demand for steel. In 1938, Indian steel production was
about 1,082,000 tons, of which TISCO was by far the largest
producer. This was about half enough to meet India's require.
ments, According to latest statistics, which presumably have
been made obsolete by plant expansion, Jamshedpur produces
about one million tons of steel ingots and about 750,000 tons
of rolled products.
Once again it has taken a war to promote a native steel
industry in India. TISCO poured $9 million into improve.
ments between 1940 and 1942 and has expanded as rapidly
as the U.S. could fulfill its orders for machinery. New equip.
ment, almost all American, notably including a blast furnace
with a capacity of more than 1,000 tons of pig iron a day, a gas

[Continued on page 226]
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cleaning plant, two electric furnaces, and a big wheel, tire,
and axle plant for railway equipment was brought into opera·
tion in 1941. Nearly all TISCO steel is now being allotted to
India's munitions factories, and goes into helmets and rifle
and machine-gun magazines. TISeO has developed a special
alloy steel for bulletproof plate, part of which goes into the
manufacture of the "Tatanagar"-a Bren gun carrier that
proved its effectiveness in the battle of the Middle East. Yet
all this activity has only brought TISCO to where it should
have been before the war had there been a reasonable peacetime
demand for its steel.

TA TA, THE EMPLOYER
As an employer Tata ranks with the great benevolent capitalists
of the world. All its labor in all its various enterprises, in a
country where the average industrial employer is content to
keep workers in the same degraded and inhuman condition he
found them in, has benefited from the Tata solicitude. But it
is Jamshedpur, the TISeO steel town where 140,000 people
live, that is the crown jewel in Tata's diadem of benevolent
paternalism. Here the Tatas have built a model industrial city
with public markets, thirty-nine primary and five high schools,
where a teaching staff of 400 works in eight languages;* a 160bed hospital where medical care is free; and maternity, dental,
antirabic, and leprosy clinics. TISCO has built about 19,000
housing units in Jamshedpur, and has granted loans to about
3,300 workers who wanted to build their own houses. In addition it maintains a dairy farm to provide milk for the hospital, schools, and canteens, and there are clubs, playgrounds,
and a cinema.
Since 1908 the eight-hour day, an unheard-of stint in India
at the time, has been in effect. The workers, drawn from all
over India, are somewhat better paid than in most parts of
India. Unskilled workers get around 813 a month with bonuses
and profit-sharing extras; pay for skilled labor goes up to 8200
a month for foremen. (These figures sound low, but it must be
remembered that the average annual income of all Indians is
no higher than 820 per capita.] TISCO maintains a provident
fund, contributing one month's wages a year to each worker.
In addition two weeks' wages for every year of employment
are given on retirement. There is an eight-weeks maternity
benefit arrangement.
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Jamshedpur labor, like labor throughout India, is poorly organized. Despite this, and despite the relatively high standard of living afforded by Jamshedpur, TISCO has had a few
big strikes in its past history. In the summer of 1942 a unique
two-week strike crippled Jamshedpur. The strike, a demonstration against Gandhi's imprisonment, was a complete walkout
except for workers who were allowed to remain at the coke
ovens and power plants. No demands were made on Tata, No
attempt was made at sahotage. When the Tiseo management·
asked to talk with the workers' leaders, the workers told them,
"We have no leaders. They are all in jail."
Because shortly before the strike TIsq) had given all Jamshed pur workers a bonus of three months' wages, and because
J. R. D. Tata is a reputed supporter of the Congress party,
the rumor arose that Tata had actually sponsored the strike.
[Continued on page 228]
*The literacy rate for all India is about 10 per cent
Among Tata employees it is 70 per unto
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• BE DISCRIMINATING

If he did, it was an extraordinary political contribution: the

strike cost Tata some $3 million.
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The Tata network of philanthropies, like the Tata paternalism,
stems from Jamsetji. The technical institute he dreamed of took
shape in 1911 when the Indian Institute of Science opened
the doors of its $1,700,000 building in Bangalore. Since then
the institute has become a center of scientific research in India.
The trust fund left by Jamsetji's son, Sir Dorab, which
probably came to some 30 million rupees, paid for the fine
new Tata Memorial Hospital in Bombay, which specializes in
cancer research and treatment. Another useful charity is the
Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of Social Work, which also
operates a child-guidance clinic. Other Dorab Tata charities
include a £25,000 endowment he gave to Cambridge during his
lifetime, in return for which the university has given the Tatas
the right to nominate two Indian students annually. The Lady
Tata Memorial Trust, endowed in 1932 by Sir Dorab, promotes
research into diseases of the blood.
The Sir Ratan Tata Trust, somewhat narrower in its scope
but equally lavish in its endowment, has established an Industrial Home for Parsi Women in Bombay, which teaches cooking
and needlework. The Ratan Tata colony in Bombay provides
housing at less than $5 a month for about 220 families. Before
his death, Sir Ratan established a chair at the London School
of Economics for research into the causes of destitution and
poverty.
Whatever one may think of the ability of even so large and
well-conceived a charitable program to scratch the surface of
India's destitution, and however the Tatas have been criticized
by other Indian sects for favoring Parsis in their various philanthropies, there is no doubt that the Tatas have attempted to
give back to India much of the money they made in it.
The future of the House of Tata depends entirely on the future
of India. Its management recalls all too vividly the aftermath
of the last war, and is wary lest again it find itself unable to
hold on to its wartime expansions. Indeed there is a growing
consciousness among Tata's management that postwar prosperity for the House will be impossible unless a concerted
effort is made to raise the standard of living in India.
No such concerted effort has been made by the government
of India in the past. But Tata is thinking, as other Indian industrialists are, of the Indian sterling credit now piling up in London for wartime goods and services rendered to the Empire,
which by the end of the war may come to $3 billion or more.
This sum, they figure, along with money borrowed abroad,
could be used to purchase capital goods to provide for the industrial expansion of India and for the improvement of her
agriculture. The Tata ' management believes that with such
financing plus a national government responsible solely to the
people of India, two decades would see India's standard of
living increased threefold.
Hitched to this standard, the House of Tata may go on to
accomplish even more spectacular things than it has in the
past. Without so expansive an immediate future, Tata will
remain what it is today--one of India's greatest national assets,
significant in itself, but still more significant as the promise
of a far-off industrial future.
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